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"The only people for me are the mad
ones, the ones who are mad to live.. .
the ones who never yawn or say a
commonplace thing, but burn, burn,
burn, like fabulous yellow Roman
candles exploding across the stars. . ."
—Jack Kerouac
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BSU challenges
recruiting policy

Puget Sound goes "Back to Bedrock"

Members discuss changes with admission office
News Editor

The Black Student Union
wants to take a more active role
in recruiting African-American
students for the university. To
achieve this goal, BSU invited
the dean of admission to attend
its meeting last Thursday, October 21, to discuss the
university's recruitment policies and to present a list of demands.
At the first BSU meeting of
the semester, members created
"a list of demands and
suggestions...to increase the
number of African-American
students on campus" that they
presented to Dean George Mills
on Thursday.
The demands were as follows:
"To obtain diversity on campus, recruiting should be aimed
at schools with high percentages of Blacks. As a short term
goal, we suggest that recruiters
focus their search in the
Tacoma, Seattle and Portland

areas. For a long term goal,
recruiting should be broadened
to the west coast and beyond."
"University students who
are sent to aid in the recruitment
process should get paid."
"When giving information
about this university, whether it
be by word of mouth or pamphlets such as the view book,
prospective students should be
told accurate statistics of the
numbers of students of color on
campus."
"African-American students
should receive information on
the Black Student Union during the recruiting process. This
information should be provided
by the Black Student Union."
"Efforts should be made by
recruiters to emphasize and explain information on financial
opportunities for AfricanAmerican students. Once it is
known that there are scholarships, grants and loans available for anyone of any eco-

see BSU page 3
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By Rebecca Page

Friday afternoon, students participated in the house-decorating competition. In last weekend's
traditional homecoming competition, first place overall was awarded to the Tri Delta/Phi Mu Alpha
team. Second place went to Alpha Phi/Sigma Chi and third place to Kappa Alpha Theta/Kappa Sigma.

Phinney named KUPS general manager
[aBy Ned Brown
Staff Writer

Last Wednesday, October 20,
Matt Phinney stepped in as the
33 new general manager for KUPS
90.1 FM. Phinney was one of
three core staff members that
applied for the position.
' For the last year and a half,
Phinney worked doing the
graphics layout for the station.
During last Thursday's BSU meeting, Whitney Dixon, Bob Ford and
During that time, he served as
one of the core staff members,
Darryl Fitzhugh listened as George Mills (not pictured) explained
who, as he explained, "are the
university recruitment policies for minority students.
people who run the station."
This fall, Phinney and several other core staff members
expressed their concern with

station management at KUPS.
"We didn't like the way the
meetings were being run,' said
Phinney. "And because the previous general manager wasn't
an effective communicator, she
didn't know what was going on
with the station. We wanted
things changed."
Commenting on his new position, Phinney stated that "I
really don't see me in charge...I
see the core staff as running the
station. I'm just an intermediary for the core staff. I'm to
make sure we meet the university regulations and the Federal
Communication Commission
requirements."

Phinney and his core staff are
already planning for some
changes next semester.
"We might divide up the
music blocks so that there is the
same spread each day of the
week," he said. "You'll see the
same number of hours of each
kind of music every day at the
same time."
In addition to next semester's
possible changes, next Friday,
KUPS's transmitter will be up
and running again. It has been
out of service for the last year,
leaving the station to run on
fifty-percent power. "We'll be
heard as far away as Sea-Tac
again," Phinney said.

ity in the Fieldhouse and volleyball moves to Warner G ym."
The dominating volleyball
team, which is 29-5 overall and
9-0 in the NAIA, has complained to Ulrich, but he maintains that the athletic
department's policy will not
change.
"The thing that is really upsetting for the players is that
they can't practice on their own
court," said volleyball coach
Robert Kim. "They are in the
middle of the season and they
lose their home court advantage."
According to Ulrich, volleyball is the only sport that can
safely practice inWarner Gym
during in the fall. Both the men's
and women's basketball teams
cannot use Warner because

there is not enough space outside of the court to allow for
safe fast-breaks or slam dunks.
"There is a safety factor (for
basketball) with the high velocity up and down the court,"
Ulrich said. "Volleyball is more
appropriate for Warner Gym.
This is not a matter of discrimination of a team or a
prioiritization for another team.
This is a matter of the facility
utilization. It is a judgement
and it is a decision made with a
lot of thought and a lot of care
and insight"
According to Kim, however,
the gym does not allow the team
to practice every aspect of its
game.
"The guys on the basketball
team have a (space) problem,"

Short format makes
Volleyball forced out of Fieldhouse
'93 Songfest a hit
By Mark Spengler

took part. Hui 0' Hawaii,
AAPAC (Awareness of Asian
and Pacific Islanders), and Phi
A Puget Sound tradition Mu Alpha (music fraternity)
continued last Friday night were among them.
with the annual Songfest. As
Student bands, such as The
part of the homecoming cel- Undecided, Road Trip and
ebration, more than 17 stu- Ziegler contributed their
dent groups shared their mu- original music and covers of
sical talent with the university popular music to Songfest.
community. Held in the Me- The winner of this year's
modal Fieldhouse, Songfest competition was the paired
drew a crowd of about 600. group of Phi Mu Alpha and
Many students participated Delta Delta Delta. The secwiththeirliving groups.There and place winner was
were entries from Anderson/ AAPAC. Third place went to
Langdon, University, Todd, Hui 0' Hawaii.
Phi bbs, Seward and Register
The event only ran for about
Halls.
90 minutes this year, signifiGreek houses formed acts cantly less than the three hour
by pairing fraternities and so- programs in years past. "[The
rorities. There were a number
of student interest groups that see SONGFEST page 3
Staff Writer

By Bruno Zalubil
Staff Writer

Until last week, the volleyball team practiced on their
home court in the Memorial
Fieldhouse. When the first day
of basketball practice started,
however, the volleyball team
was forced to move to Warner
Gym, a significantly smaller
facility.
Though this migration has
occurred for the last ten years,
the volleyball team is trying to
do something about it this season.
"The stance that the athletic
department takes is the same as
it has been for years and years,"
said athletic director Dr. Dick
Ulrich. "When basketball starts
in mid-October they get prior-

see V—BALL page 3
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World Report
ClCompiled from The New

York Times
Canadians back Jean
Chretien and boost Liberals
in House of Commons
Toronto, Oct. 26 — Canadians have placed leadership of
their country in the hands of
Jean Chreti en. The future Prime
Mini ster has served three former
Prime Ministers and said he
feels ready to tackle the
country's problems himself. In
the recent election, the Liberals
won 178 seats in the 295-seat
House of Commons where they
only held 79 previously. The
Conservatives fell from holding 153 to two.

U.S. withholds sanctions
against Japan
Washington, Oct. 26 — A
sanction barring Japanese companies from bidding on some
Federal construction projects
has been held back after the
Japanese government promised
to eliminate the practice of restricting the bidding on construction contracts to only a few
companies. The century-old
Japanese restrictions had long
been a sore point with American construction companies.
Irritation increased when Japan
began an extensive program to
build better roads, airports and
other public works. If Japan
doesn't provide further details
of its plan and carry it out, the

U.S. says it is still prepared to
impose sanctions.
Clinton proposes limits on
Federal spending to control
health care costs
Washington, Oct. 26— In an
effort to bring the cost of his
health care reform plan under
control, President Clinton has
proposed a limit on Federal subsidies for low-income workers,
small businesses and early retirees. By limiting Federal subsidies, the Administration is
hoping to avoid an immense
increase in costs. Doing this
however, could mean significantly less coverage for some
citizens or reduced payments to
doctors and hospitals.
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HOTO POLL
hat are the boundaries
of discrimination?
"I think people
need to be aware
that there are
other cultures out
there, and they
shouldn't be
afraid to take part
in them."
-Jarlo Ilano

Meeting of the minds met with apathy

❑By Liz MacKinnon
Staff Writer

ASUPS sent out over 180 letters to campus leaders, made
over 120 phone-calls, and distributed over 250 flyers around
campus.
Still, no one showed up to the
Meeting of the Minds last week,
Thursday,October 21.
"The purpose of the Meeting
of the Minds was to hear the
students' concerns, so I could
take their ideas to the Budget
Task Force meeting," said
Chuck Edwards, ASUPS Vice
President.
Student leaders were supposed to ask their groups what
concerns they had and then
bring those concerns to the
Meeting of the Minds.
"After the meeting I make the
request to the Budget Task
Force for funding on behalf of
ASUPS and students. BTF,
which is comprised of two students, two staff, two faculty,
and Ray Bell, the Financial
Vice-President, then decides
what areas on campus will receive funding next year. I
thought at least 20 to 30 people
would show up, considering we
sent personal letters to every
resident assistant, campus and
hall coordinator, greek president, media head, club and organization president, and student senator," said Edwards.

Still, no one showed.
Thanks to student comments
during ASUPS Gripe Day last
week(see The Trail, 10121/93),
several student concerns were
still taken to BTF. The four
concerns which ASUPS
brought before BTF at the meeting on Wednesday were:
Computer Labs: Increased
hours, new IBM compatibles,
and more printers
More Library hours and increased periodical selection
Ventilation in academic
buildings
Overall increase in fmancial aid.
Many students may not have
realized that their concerns
would make it all the way to the
BTF this quickly.
"I never knew when I griped
about the computer lab that it
would make it all the way to the
budget committee," said senior
Frank Pupo.
In addition to requesting that
BTF consider these concerns in
its deliberations, ASUPS also
recommended that tuition increases be limited. "We all
know it is going to go up," said
Edwards, "the question is, how
much?"
ASUPS requested that a 6%
increase, or at most an 8.9%
increase, be considered. According to Edwards, the rationale behind setting these numbers is to create a minimum of

6%, so tuition costs will not go
over the $16,000 mark, and a
maximum of 8.9% to stay under the usual 9% increase that
Puget Sound has seen in the
past.
"I would have liked to have
gotten more input from students
at the Meeting of the Minds in
coming up with these numbers.
I could have brought those numbers to the meeting as a framework to generate more ideas,"
Edwards said.
Another issue presented to
BTF, discussed in a letter written to the committee by Jason
Werts, ASUPS President, and
Edwards, was the student government fee.
"If ASUPS is going to continue to provide students with
services such as Popular Entertainment, Campus Films, Showcase, The Trail, lacrosse and
club funding, some allowance
must be made for general expense increases."
ASUPS suggested an increase
of $5 to avoid cuts in funding
programs, but a $10 increase
would give student government
more cushion. Currently, the
student government fee is $130.
All of these recommendations
need to be deliberated upon and
approved by BTF. Once that is
completed, President Pierce can
make any adjustments. Finally,
the trustees have to approve the
budget.

CRIMES ON CAMPUS
20 October through 27 October 1993

"What people don't understand they dislike.
Yeah, that's it, ignorance is the worst form of
discrimination."
-Lara Koerselman & Kim Haddix
"It's based on
ignorance. People
need to be educated, to recognize
role models who
are minorities as
well, beyond the
stereotypes."
-Courtney English

"Discrimination is
anything that
limits another's
existence. It's based
on judgements,
limiting freedoms
of expression."
-Kady La Barre

21 October, 11:21 p.m. Security confronted two student suspects who appeared to be
stealing a composite picture from a sorority. The composite was
returned to the sorority.
22 October, 10:55 a.m. A student reported the theft of his bicycle from his residence on
Union Ave. Apparently the bike was in a storage room and was
only locked to itself. It is believed the bicycle was carried away.
23 October, 5:45 p.m.

A female student reported a male suspect had walked in on her
while she showered in a residence hall. The student described the
suspect as an Asian male in his early 20's wearing a white t-shirt
and black shorts. The suspect fled the area when the student
reached for her robe.

23 October, 10:38 p.m. Security contacted several individuals outside a fraternity who
were violating Washington State liquor laws.

25 October, 6:07 p.m.

A student reported her bicycle was stolen from outside her
university residence. The chain used to secure the bike was cut.

**Please contact Security Services (Ext. 3311) if you have information about the above
incidents.

Submitted and edited by Todd A. Badham, director of Security Services

"It shouldn't be the color of your skin, but
what you accomplish."
-Josh McEwen & Therese Nakamura
Photos by Steve Wills
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acts were based more on
SONGFEST from page 1 The
music and singing than dia-

show was] much more efficient
than last year, because the time
between the events was reduced," said audience member
Amy Schumacher.
Decreasing the length of
Songfest was a major goal of
the ASUPS Programs Committee.
ASUPS Programs Chair
Galvin Guerrero said the compacted performance was "excellent in retaining the audience." He noted that in the past
the audience began to dwindle
when the show went too long.
Guerrero was also impressed
with the talent that was displayed. He recognized the fact
that there were more full bands
this year rather than just skits.

logue.
There was also some contention about the quality of the
judging of the acts. "It was
rigged," said Matt Dolan, drummer for Ziegler. "The judges
were looking for more
choreography...[ and] we never
knew."
There was a meeting held to
explain the judging criteria to
the participants. "People were
supposed to be at this meeting
and weren't supposed to be in
the program if they didn't attend," said Guerrero. He made
exceptions in an effort to diversify the Songfest.
"[It was] one of the best
Songfests in ten years," said
Guerrero.

Cavemen come to cam

October 28, 1993

BSU from page 1
nomic standing, students are
more likely to apply to the
University of Puget Sound."
"Points one, three, four and
five, I think are excellent,"
said Mills at the meeting. Mills
added that the university already does the first, third and
fifth points and the fourth is
available when students ask
for it. Mills added that the
second point was a new proposal and he was considering
the possibility of a workstudy
position.
The subject of the viewbook
was contested. At the meeting, Mills told students the
current viewbook contained a
breakdown of minority percentages for the campus. BSU
president Kirby Leufroy said
they were not, emphasizing
the importance of their inclusion.

V—Ball from page 1

•

said Kim, "but we can't do the
very first part of the game, which
is serving."
It is impossible for the team
to practice deep serves because
the gym is too short. Serving is
a strong part of the team's offense, accounting for 235 aces
so far this season.
Further, the lines drawn on
the court are slightly off, causing more problems.
"The lines are screwed up
because of the way the floor
was 'aid," Kim said. "One side
is shorter. When we work on
placing serves we are off a little
bit. It may just be two inches,
but that can be big in volleybal ."

Scott Wurster and Chris Brooks built the Kappa Kappa Gammal
Sigma Nu Flinstone-mobile, taking second place in the
homecoming float competition.
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'Unique

"It's a misconception to put
all those black faces in your
viewbook... those students get
here and go t a whole 24 hours
withou seeing one black face. It
scares them. That's why we
need the correct percentages in
there," said Leufroy.
"At one point we had that
section included. I thought that
information was there," Mills
admitted later. "The actual numbers would be helpful. It certainly will be in the next edition," which comes out in
March 1994.
Mills told BSU members that
his role in the admission process does not necessarily involve recruitment decisions .
BSU members were skeptical. "I believe this is the same
old rhetoric they have been giving me since I was a sophomore. [Mills] has the potential
to let black students in here,"
said Leufroy.

"There is a mechanism on
campus set up to orchestrate
these things,' Mills said, referring to the university diversity committee, which decides on strategies for increasing the minority population.
Bob Ford, a member of the
diversity committee, was
present at the meeting and suggested creating a sub-committee with representatives from
BSU, diversity committee and
the admission office.
Both Mills and BSU members seemed receptive.
"We're definitely going to
try to set up a committee, but
is that just another thing to try
to pacify us?" said Leufroy.
"My interest is in working
with them on this," said Mills.
He worked with BSU regularly three or four years ago
and appreciated the continued "opportunity for dialogue."

"We're just trying to get a
safer environment," said junior
Heather Tucci. "there needs to
be a revamping of Warner for
any team. There is no ventilation and it is a safety hazard."
"It is dangerous. We already
have lost a player for the season
and we can't lose any more."
Being forced to practice in
another facility mid-season
hurts the games.
"Last year we didn't even get
to practice on our own court
before Districts and Bi-Districts," Tucci said. "It takes
away our home-court advantage."
Some concessions have been
made by men's basketball coach
Bob Niehl and women's basketball coach Beth Bricker.

Recently, the men's basketball
team cut their practice from two
and a half hours to 45 minutes
to accomodate the team.
Also, on days before volleyball games, the court is cleared
for the volleyball team. According to Niehl, on those days the
men's basketball team will practice from 6:30 to 9 p.m. The
basketball team will even hire a
trainer from its own budget to
cover the overtime.
With three major sports teams
and a large intramural program
all vying for a limited area, not
everyone can be accomodated.
"What the school really needs
is another gym," Kim said, "but
that will cost money and the
school could use other buildings, too."
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THE NORTHWEST'S

"PREMIER" DRAUGHT HOUSE
WITH 62 BEERS ON DRAUGHT

MONDO MANIA
TUESDAY
EVERY TUESDAY THE ALE HOUSE WILL
HAVE ALL OF THEIR MICRO-BREWERY AND
IMPORTED DRAUGHT BEERS ON MONDO
SPECIALS FROM 7 P.M. UNTIL CLOSING.
THE BEST DEAL IN TOWN HP

PIZZA MANIA
EVERY MONDAY

12"

3 ITEM PIZZA

ONLY $ 5.00 + TAX
5 P.M. -CLOSING TO GO $.25 EXTRA
NOT AVAIL. IN DEEP DISH PIZZA

BUBBA'S FOOTBALL

FRENZY CONTEST
ALE HOUSE FOOTBALL
HALFTIME FOLLIES
DURING ALL SEAHAWK AND
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
GAMES

HALLOWEEN
PARTY
SATURDAY OCTOBER 30, 1993

rlit o, $100.00
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COSTUME
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Stone Temple Pilots
rock the Fieldhouse
OBy Carrie Siegel
Music Reviewer
Call them bandwagon-jumpers, sellouts, Pearl Jam
wannabe's or what-have-you,
the Stone Temple Pilots are an
immense musical force to be
reckoned with. Their debut album, Core , went platinum,
they've graced countless magazine covers, they're in stress
rotation all over the place and
they're arguably the most loved
band in the world right now. So,
while I was hanging out with
Weiland and the boys backstage
and they were encouraging me
to eat their Halloween candy
(which they stole from The
Flaming Lips, as it turned out) ,
three words came to mind, "I'M
NOT WORTHY!"
I was warned beforehand by
an anonymous source that Stone
Temple Pilots were a bunch of
conceited, inarticulate pricks.
Lies, lies, lies! Nothing could
be further from the truth. Lead
singer Weiland (Not Mr. Joe
Weiland, not Weiland
Somethingorother, just
Weiland. Like, just Cher.) reclined on a sofa, strummed a
guitar, giggled a lot and generally acted nice and polite. Brothers Robert and Dean DeLeo,
bassist and guitarist respectively, showed off the stuff they
bought at Value Village while
they engaged in witty repartee.
Drummer and mystery man Eric
Kretz apparently snoozed on
the tour van while the rest of his

bandmates conversed with me;
we never really got a confirmed
report of his whereabouts.
Members of the opening band,
The Flaming Lips, and various
roadies and management type
people came in, drank beer, argued over the hotly debated
Coke versus Pepsi controversy,
conducted a Coke/Pepsi taste
test and put their two cents in,
too.
Me: How do you like
Tacoma?
Robert: There's lots of good
guitar shops here.

"We just wrote
songs that were
extensions of our
feelings."
— Weiland
Weiland: Yeah, there's lots
of good stores here. They sell
old things.
So did you ever patch things
up with G ibby from the Butthole
Surfers? One of the articles
they gave me in the press packet
hinted that you were not the
best of buddies when you toured
together.
Weiland: That was totally
blown out of proportion! We
just didn't really know each
other at first, but after we got to
know each other, he got to be a
good friend of all of ours.
So that was just a big lie?

`Mrs Jones' walks
an ethical tightrope
OBy John Tocher

nocent and huggable you just
want to barf.
Richard Gere, who has never
Manic-depression is prob- previously impressed me, gives
ably best known for its symp- an excellent performance as a
toms of despair, lethargy and frenetic manic-depressive papossible suicidal tendencies, tient known only as Mr. Jones.
but what about the other half of Thankfully, his character is far
the syndrome, the manic state? more complex than the typical
If someone is euphoric, hyper- oddball-who-brings-light-intoeveryone's-life.
energetic and genHe's unstable, ocerally on top of the
casionally decepworld, should that
Is a manic
tive, and someperson receive
times he crashes.
mood-regulators
person's
Big time. He is
so that he or she
natural state
committed to a
can be "normal?"
mental ward more
Is a manic
any less
than once.
person's natural
valid than
Anne Bancroft
state any less valid
plays Elizabeth, a
than the average
the average
psychiatrist who
person's? What
sits mutely through
about when he is
person's?
therapy sessions,
so euphoric that he
doing her best to
stands on the edge
of a roof seven stories up and keep her compassion from interfering with her work. She's
proposes flying?
Philosophy and psychology also dealing with a recent dihave always paired well, and vorce. Oop! The flags go up,
Mr. Jones demonstrates this as lights flash, we can tell already
successfully as other cinematic that Elizabeth and Mr. Jones
landmarkslikeAwakenings and are going to fall in love. Sort
One Flew Over the Cuckoo's of.
We are left guessing throughNest, while still managing to
be funny. Further, Mr. Jones out whether o - not their relaavoids portraying the mentally tionship ever Is consumill as what Roger Ebert once mated. Let me jui. say that it
termed "baked potato people." would be a mistake to characTake for example, Benny and terize this movie as a romance.
Joon, in which two mentally Rather, it's an exploration of
deficient characters are so insee JONES page 5
Staff Satyriasist

Robert: Yeah, the
media likes to make
things out to be like
that, like all these
bands are pitted
against each other.
Weiland: Actually,
we played a joke to
make fun of those rumors. We bought
some of those cowboy western
breakaway bottles
that you can smash
on people's heads
without hurting them.
Then Gibby and I
smashed 'em on each
other onstage. Fun!
Your success came
very quickly compared to most bands.
How does that make
you feel?
Weiland: It's nice;
it gives us freedom to
do what we want to
do and not have to
play chump to any
record company.
Dean: But we
wouldn't have recorded the first album
STP's Weiland jams for the Puget Sound crowd during Homecoming weekend.
if we had to play
chump to any record
company.
Weiland: Life. Bad relationWhat are your hobbies?
So are you happy with the ships. Jeez, I don't know. A lot
Weiland: Sex with my girlway things are going for you of people accuse us of writing friend and fishing.
now?
songs just to get them played on
Oh. Did you ever think of
Dean: We're not happy with the radio, but I don't really think combining the two?
touring; we've been doing this that we ever thought that we'd
Weiland: No, it would cramp
for about a year and we're so get that much attention for our my style.
sick of it. We've toured this first album; we just wrote songs
What's the best thing about
record to death! We want . to that were extensions of our feel- being a Stone Temple Pilot?
take some time out, take a break ings.
Dean: (sarcastically, with
for a while and start recording
Some Random Guy From the New York accent) The best
our next album . . .
Flaming Lips: So what you're thing is, I get to work with a
So that you tour some more? saying, Weiland, is that the next swell group of fellers! Just kidDean: Yeah, it's a vicious album will be very radio- ding. To be able to be in that
cycle, huh?
friendly.
small handful of people who
What motivates y' all to write
Weiland: Ha ha ha. Very
see PILOTS page 6
your songs?
funny.

It looks good, but is it art?
OBy Kalli Mackinsky
Guest Writer

October 26 marked the opening of a one-of-a-kind art exhibition put together by the University of Puget Sound and Pa-

cific Lutheran University. "But
Is It Art? Currents in Electronic
Imaging" focuses on computer
generated and computer-aided
works of art. Nineteen of the
works by 75 artists from around
the nation are on display at

"But is it Art?" is now showing at Kittredge Gallery through Nov. 26

Kittredge Gallery at Puget
Sound, while the remaining
works are on show at the two
PLU galleries, University and
Wickell.
The show began as the brainchild of Puget Sound art Professor Betty Ragan and PLU
professor of photography Bea
Geller. Over a year ago, the
two began collecting artwork
for a competition sponsored
by the Kodak company. Soon
they realized they had enough
pieces to put together a regional
show. When the submissions
continued to pour in, they opted
to create a nation-wide exhibition in conjunction with a
scheduled conference at PLU
of the Northwest Society for
Photographic Educators.
"Since computer art is the
focus of the upcoming convention, we decided it would
be a perfect time to open the
show, " said Ragan.
(On a side note: any students
who may be interested in attending the four-day conference, contact the art department secretary—you can get
in for only 15 bucks!)
The show is not limited simply to computer graphics; the
exhibit will also display works

see ART? page 5
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An Interview With Fudge Tunnel
At Denny's, near the Seattle Center, October 15, 1993
0By Kai Elgethun and
Pete Burness
Music Reviewers
The latest album from
Nottingham's sludgemeisters is
yet another brilliant collection
of garbled, distortion-laden
mush. In this day of cookie
cutter alternative acts, Fudge
Tunnel offers a real alternative.
The band has been described as
Metallica getting run over by a
Mac truck and even as a little
like a drunk Ted Nugent caught
in a hurricane. They combine
brutal guitar din with aggressive drums and rumbling, grumbling bass lines that add up to a
lovely chaotic mess.
Needless to say, Fudge Tunnel is not a cheery band and
may even appear to some as
un-PC. This, however, is a misnomer. Indeed, they are a hateful band, but they deal with
their hate constructively: with
sarcasm and irony. If you don't
get what Fudge Tunnel is saying, you may be PC but are you
really open-minded? Let's find
out.
The band, which consists of
Alex Newport, Dave Rylcy and

Adrian Parkin, took time out
before their show at The Off
Ramp in Seattle to devour some
cuisine a la Denny's with us
and let us in on a couple of their
secrets.
We started the interview off
by giving them a gift of peanut
M&M's, in accordance with a
request found on the liner notes
to their second album. When
asked how long they had been
playing together, Dave and
Adrian replied;
"Four years as a band.... and
since our formative years sexually." (Actually, Adrian later
revealed that they all met four
years ago by responding to a
want ad put out by Alex.) They
also informed us that Adrian
and Dave have started an a
capella barber shop reggae
group. So what about the name?
"It's just a name," Adrian insisted.
When asked about their gig
in Spokane the previous night,
Dave laughed derisively.
"Horrible. Spokane was not
ready for Fudge Tunnel."
Their show in Cleveland was
a bit more humorous (The band
mused about their Spinal Tapinspired entrance which nobody

Creep Diets is Fudge Tunnel's latest distortion-laden release.

in the audience understood) although the mid-west wasn't really ready for Fudge Tunnel
either.
We and the band both noted
the odd coincidence that their
manager (appointed by the
record label) bears a striking
resemblance to the manager in
Spinal Tap. The band has, in
fact, started calling their tour
manager Ian and are planning
to buy him a cricket bat at the
end of the tour. We discussed
many other similarities to the
movie, but in case some readers
have not seen the movie, we'll
move on.
Of particular note was the
show in Cambridge, Massachusetts, where the crowd dwindled
from 250 to 40 people by the
middle of the set; audience
members running to the exits
with hands over their ears.
While the band gets a kick out
of scaring people away back in
England, it is not as thrilling
after travelling half way around
the world to play a show.
They also told of a show they
did in Amsterdam earlier that
year, after which the local newspaper read "Fudge Tunnel
should no longer be welcome in
Holland, because they play far
too loud." All in question were
quite proud of this accomplishment.
They were equally proud to
inform us that the PA system in
Spokane was emitting smoke at
the end of their set. When asked
if they had ever taken a decibel
reading, Alex responded, "We
just know it's pretty fucking
loud."
As stated on the inside of
their new album, the band will
endorse any company "that will
give them free equipment they
can break." They reiterated this
offer to us, and, true to form, '
Alex broke his guitar into little
bits that night at the end of the
show. The band admitted that
the key to the Fudge Tunnel
sound is the layering of many,
many guitar overdubs. So how
do they pull it off live? "Sheer
volume" . . "yea, and three
other guitarists playing behind

see
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JONES from page 4
the difference between being a
person's psychiatrist and being his friend. Given all of the
philosophical and ethical questions raised, Mr. Jones has
quite a balancing act to perform.
Mr. Jones is rich with the
imagery of the caged bird, perhaps even over-rich. There
are barred windows everywhere, and the actors peek out
Bay Vista B&B Suite
Near Point Defiance and
Ruston Way
Call Fran 759-8084
$65 per night Queen size
Library of Informallimin S.
19,278 TOPICS - ALL SLIAlgrs"..
or COO
Order Catalog Today with Visa /

from behind them. You're left
wondering which is better: to
fly and fall or to remain level at
all times.
Mr. Jones is a film with a
great deal of heart, managing to
escape the obvious plots and
trite characterizations that Hollywood is famous for. There
are some contrivances of
course— we are already familiar with the Austere Shrink-in-

Chief whose motto is "medicate, evaluate and evacuate,"
and Bancroft's character is a
little too willing to bend ethical
standards to see Mr. Jones.
These are minor criticisms,
however, because the film succeeds in analyzing the delicate
balance between humanity and
psychiatric care, and is cautious
not to hand over easy answers.

WHAT TO E kir Senior and
Student
Discounts!

Mon - Sat
11 am - 9 pm

800-3514222

ClBy Michelle Melrose

women through various characters, such as a compulsive
elevator attendant, a talk show
host and a pop singer, among
Tokyo Bound is a one- others. The work also docuwoman performance piece ments Amy Hill's personal
documenting the experiences journey from insecurity to unof a Japanese-Finnish-Amen- derstanding and acceptance.
can woman who takes the long The show has sold out on venroad to her mother's home- ues since 1991, and has reland. (Tokyo, if you didn't get ceived critical acclaim in Sethat already.) Tokyo Bound has attle, San Francisco and New
had extremely successful runs York. Hill has also taken her
at venues across the United production to various college
States and Canada, and on Fri- campuses, and is in demand
day, October 29, Tokyo is to perform at Japanese Ameribound for Kilworth Chapel, can festivals all over the
United States. Many cultural
right here at UPS.
The production stars Amy awareness groups have recHill, an actress, writer and im- ognized the significance of the
provisor who has contributed show, including the Califorgreatly to the world of the arts nia Arts Council, which
since she made the move to awarded Tokyo Bound
Los Angeles in 1987. Hill has its1993-1995 Touring Grant.
University of Puget Sound
found success in stand up comedy, film (bit parts in movies Cultural Events is proud to
such as "Singles" and bring Amy Hill and her cre"Ghostdad"), plays and tele- ation to campus in order to
vision (hey, she even guest promote cultural awareness,
starred on "90210!"). Hill also fine theater, and Asian Studhosts a public access cable ies.
The show begins promptly
show entitled "SHO-time,"
which focuses on Asian-Pa- at 8 p.m., and costs only $4 for
cific Americans involved in Puget Sound students and faculty, and $10 for the general
entertainment.
Hill wrote the entire script public. That's a small price to
for Tokyo Bound, using the pay for artistic value, a little
piece as a vehicle to examine knowledge and a great show.
Check it out.
the complexities of Japanese

"Grungy Alternative" Guest
Writer

GET YOUR PARENTS
REALLY STEAMED
IN OUR HOT TUB.

COMMENCEMENT BAY

.•
- Or, rush $2 00 to Resexchlikonlida
11322 Idaho Ave /206 A, Los Angie's, CA 90024
GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE UP TO $1,000 IN JUST ONE
WEEK!
For your Fraternity, Sorority, & club.
Plus get $1,000 for yourself
and a free T-shirt just for calling
1-800-932-0528 ex.75
1-

`Tokyo Bound' heads for
success at Puget Sound

°Netseetotecte Ratteuvreuct
Food

L TO 401

2514 N. Proctor
Tacoma

756-5092

Bed & Breakfast
3312 N. Union Ave.
752-8175
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University of Puget Sound School of
Music presents comic operetta

PILOTS from page 4
can express themselves and
make a living off of it is nice.
Weiland: The best thing is
not having to sleep on friends'
couches and be a freeloader and
steal their beer and peanut butter and jelly and stuff.
And what's the worst?

CANDIDE

A comic operetta based on Voltaire's satire
Book by Lillian Hellman Music by Leonard Bernstein Lyrics by Qichard Wilbur

Geoffrey Block, director
featuring &lie Delegans, Qobert McPherson, William M. Mould.. Jane &chaffer
Jonathan frank. and the University Madrigal &tigers.

Saturday, October 23,1993
Jacobsen Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
Tickets available through the University I nOrmation Center. 756-3419

Be sure to check out 'Candide' on Oct. 23 in Jacobsen Recital Hall

Weiland: I hate the media.
But you don't hate me, do
you?! (Carrie inquired defensively)
Weiland: Nah . . . I hate the
rock press trying to define
what's gonna be "pop culture"
for the nineties, and what's cool
and what's not. That whole
"IN/OUT" scene. So stupid.
What is society's biggest
problem?

Flaming Lips Guy: YOU
should know that; you're the
college girl!
Weiland: People like to say,
"Yeah, society's so fucked-up
now because of this political
system or that political system."
But, ultimately, it's people that
kind of sit back and let whatever political system or social

environment happen, and don't
try to do anything to make things
better. Also, lack of education's
a big problem. There are lots of
ignorant people out there that
are sexist, racist, and
homophobic. They're not born
that way, but, you know, without being enlightened or educated, they'll stay that way.
After I had talked with STP, I
went out to watch them perform. The crowd was huge; the
fans were fierce and frenzied. I
stood and watched the concert
in the gap between the stage
and the band, protected by those
yellow-shirted, muscle-bound
security hombres. I watched
first hand as they toiled with
and "escorted" the unruly fans
out. It was quite amusing.
Weiland strutted around on
stage like a cross between
Chuck Berry and Sid Vicious.
When they performed such
widely-renowned songs as
"Dead and Bloated," "Wicked
Garden," and their often misconstrued anti-rape song, "Sex

Type Thing," the crowd
screamed with delight and the
sweaty mass of bodies bounced
with undying fervor. STP never
missed a beat; the Memorial
Fieldhouse rocked with enthusiasm and rage. Weiland introduced "Plush" with the jocose
declaration, "Pearl Jam actually wrote this song," sending
thousands of sympathetic audience members into hysterics.
The surprise of the evening
occurred when some
overzealous fan leapt onstage
to perform the traditional "Hey,
look at me! I'm so cool 'cause
I'm onstage with the band"
shuffle. Weiland showed him
who was boss when he pulled
down the fan's pants. At least
one-third of his tush was exposed to the general public!
Scandalous!
By pounding the eardrums of
UPS students aplenty, the Stone
Temple Pilots added a memorable touch and a nice change of
pace to our habitually bland
homecoming events.

ART? from page 4

FUDGE from page 5
a screen," joked Adrian.
On Hate songs in e minor, the
bands second LP, the band
mysteriously credits Black &
Decker. When asked to reveal
the secret, Alex explained that
at the end of the band's cover of
"Sunshine of Your Love," he in
fact took his trusty power drill
and drilled a hole through one
of the pickups (while it was still
plugged into the amp).
Ah, who said punk is dead?
Long live England's loudest
band! They cite Big Black,
Black Sabbath, Black Flag ,
"anything black" (ha ha) as their
influences. However, the sound
is truly unique, an accelerating
and decelerating grinding married to distortion, feedback, dynamic rhythms, heavy bass lines
and growling vocals.
Perhaps their main influence
is their idol, godhead guitarist/
redneck Ted Nugent. Everyone agreed that despite his awful new band Wank Yankees,
they would nevertheless be in
awe and too tongue-tied to carry
on a conversation with him.
They then went on to express
their fear of excessive violence,
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skinheads and lack of gun control in the U.S., and to reveal
their opinion that old Ted and
his buddies are probably out
there right now teaching kids in
L.A. how to shoot each other
safely with compound bows.
You never know. Man, it's so
hard to find a good reliable idol
these days.
Surprisingly the band is all
quite settled and domestic, and
they assert that they are too old
to live the stereotypical rock'n
roll lifestyle. Alex is married
(to the sister of one of the guys
from Sepultura) and has recently settled in Arizona semipermanently.
"We're not really a fun group
of people. We like being miserable, torturing small animals,
pulling the wings off butterflies. . . "
In reality, they have a
hardcore work ethic—no drink
(kinda), no drugs (sorta), five
hours of sleep a night (hopefully), and driving their own
van to the next gig. The band's
marginal success has allowed
Adrian to give up prostitution.
Apparently he wasn't very good

at it anyway. Dave insists that
"he only charged $1 and you
got $.50 back if you were any
good."
We turned the conversation
to lyrics. In response, Alex
pelted Pete with a book of
matches and reiterated the statement that appears on the new
album, Creep Diets:
"There are no lyrics on this
album."
Of course, there really are;
it's just that Alex wants you to
use your brain and figure it out
for yourself. On the probability
that their video will show up on
Beavis and Butthead: despite
the band's obvious affinity for
the icons turned critics, they
would be thrilled if B & B hated
them and ripped them to shreds.
They are looking forward to
the release of their respective
solo projects. Alex and the
singer from Sepultura have
come together to form
Nailbomb, while Dave and
Adrian's new band is called
Proz. In closing, Dave had some
last words for us: "Keep you
pecker hard and the world will
turn." Hmm.

with xeroxed material and
works that involve computers
in the planning process. One
such piece is a sculpture entitled "Current Thinking" in
which the artist used a computer to aid in the design process.
Ragan was enthusiastic
about the show as she and the
art department director Greg
Bell hung some of the pieces
in Kittredge Gallery.
"It's unusual to see so much
electronic art in one place,"
she said, adding, "we hope to
make the community more
aware of this new trend in the
art world; it's a whole new
medium."
"Most of the major galleries
will show one or two pieces of
something like this, but none
do an exclusive show," Bell
agreed.
The opening of "But Is It
Art?" marks the first show of
its kind for Puget Sound, as
well as for the Tacoma community.
According to Ragan, opinions on computer generated art
vary from artist to artist and
person to person.
"Some people feel threat-

c0L

ened by it, where other people
are really excited about it and
the possibilities it holds creatively."
Although Puget Sound does
not currently have the computer equipment necessary to
create this type of art, Ragan
hopes to receive some within
the next year. The art department plans to have enough
equi pment in the next few years
to be able to offer students a
class combining the traditional
works of print making and
photography with computers.
Ragan noted that the cornputer medium is helpful in lessening the amount of toxins
entering the environment from
traditional techniques.
"We don't have to deal with
the solvents from the print
making or the hazardous
chemicals from the color photography."
The show will continue to
run through November 28th
and is free to both students and
the community. For more information contact the Puget
Sound art department at 7563348 or Pacific Lutheran University at 535-7573.
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Back by Popular Demand
9

Sergio and Odair Assad

CC
tal

Duo-Guitarists

resenis...

Tabitha
Soren

Will you find a job when you graduate? How
will you afford your first home? What about
the environment -- what kind of threat will it
pose to you and your family? And just what
kind of burden will the federal deficit be to you
as a young wage earner?

"An ensemble that is virtually perfect." - New York Times
Recognized the world over for their technical virtuosity, their
uncanny precision of ensemble, and their musical and stylistic
sensitivity, Sergio and Odair are hailed by many as the foremost
duo guitar team in the world.

Friday, October 29, 8:00 p.m.
Rialto Theater
BROADWAY CENTER
Tickets: $18 & $14

FOR THE. PERFORMING AFCIS
Travel
For tickets, stop by the Broadway Center Ticket Office,
901 Broadway, Tacoma, or call 591-5894
Monday-Friday between 11:30 a.m. & 5:30 p.m., or Ticketmaster at 627-8497.
As always, group discounts are available.

Sponsored by All Wanderlands

MTV News reporter and political correspondent
Tabitha Soren understands the issues that
matter to her twentysomething peers, the
so-called "Generation-X" or "Re-Generation."
Come hear what she has to say about the remarkable success of MTV's
"Choose or Lose" young voter registration campaign during the last
presidential election, about the "new news", and about the challenges 18- to
24-year olds will face as they enter the workforce in the 1990s.
Thursday, November 4 • Rialto Theater • Downtown Tacoma
Tickets: $10 ($5 each for group orders of ten or more)
Call Pierce College, 964-6283, or
the Broadway Center, 591-5894.
A Pierce College artist and lecture
series event sponsored by:

Ti 1 E NEWS

TRIBUNE

4gZ5zn.

PIERCE
COLLEGE
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
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Oct. 29th through Nov. 4th

UCompiled by Maija Blaufuss
A & E Assistant

Friday, Oct. 29

Thursday, Nov. 4

Cultural Event-Amy Hill: Tokyo Bound, presented by UPS Cultural Events,
will be in the Kilworth Chapel (UPS) at 8 p.m. "Soars toward comical cultural
collisions."-LA Times. Tickets are available through the Information Center and
TicketMaster for $10 general, $4 UPS students/staff/faculty.
Habitat for Humanity Closing Ceremony- The campus group, Habitat for
Humanity, will end Habitat for Humanity week with a closing cermony at noon in
front of the Student Union Building. There will also be live music, speakers and
a bake sale. Call Becky at x4053 for more information.
Music in Olympia-The Jesus Lizard, Cop Shoot Cop and Pigstick , presented
by Infinite Productions. These Touch & Go recording artists will be playing at the
Capitol Theatres on 206 E. 5th in Olympia. $6 at door, call Lori at 357-7324 for
more information.
Acoustic-Greg Scott with Jack Hanson will be playing at the Antique
Sandwich Co. The show starts at 8 p.m. and tickets are available at the door or in
advance for $6. Call 752-4069 for ticket reservations and information.

Saturday, Oct. 30
Dead Man's Rave-A Halloween Mini-Rave , presented by ASUPS Special
Events, will be in the Great Hall (UPS) from 9 p.m. until midnight. The first hour
will feature the campus band "The Undecided." The rave will cost $3 with a
costume, $5 without.

Sunday, Oct. 31
Music at the Victory Club-Reckless X, Poppa Wheelie, Snakeboy, Good
Gravy and Rhino Humpers will be playing a Halloween special. The Victory
Club is located at 2803 6th Ave. Show starts at 9:30 p.m. and is 21 & over. Call 5728706 for more information.

Monday, Nov. 1

Campus Music- Close Enouhg will be playing in the Cellar (UPS) at 10 p.m.
This show is presented by Campus Music Network. The show is free.

Discount Movie Guide

CAMPUS FILMS is playing Dracula Friday, Oct. 29 through Sunday, Oct
31. The movie will play at 7 and 9:30 p.m. on Friday and Saturday, and at 6 and 8:30
p.m. on Sunday.It will play in McIntyre 003 (UPS). The cost is $1 with ID, $2
without.
CAMPUS JAPANESE ANIMATION-Saturday, October 30 from 8 p.m. until
midnight is Japanese Animation in the Halloween Spirit in the Pizza Cellar (UPS).
Shows are subtitled for ease of understanding and include Laughing Target, 3x3
Eyes andVampire Hunter ' D' . The show is free. Call Todd at x4057 for more
information.
TACOMA WEST CINEMAS- The following are playing this weekend: Secret
Garden, Snow White, Undercover Blues, Free Willy, Rising Sun, and Meteor
Man. Call 565-6100 for movie times and lengths. All shows, all times are $1.
Tacoma West Cinemas is located on 1802 S. Mildred St.
AMC- The following are playing this weekend: The Program, The Good Son,
Mr. Jones, The Nightmare Before Christmas, Demolition Man, Cool Runnings,
For Love or Money, The Fugitive, Mr. Wonderful and Age of innocence. Call
565-7000 for movie times and lengths. All evening shows are $3.50 for students
with ID. AMC is located at 2208 Mildred St.
RIALTO THEATRE- On Saturday, Oct.
30, is the "Frights For The Family" double
'A STUNNING611/9,
Ad IEVE
TENT'
%AMU.
feature with the movies Abbott & Costello
Meet Frankenstein at noon and King Kong
1 Hit ROMANTIC 111511ITIECE!'
at 1:45 p.m. That evening will be the "Terror
For The Thrill Seakers" double feature with
Theatre of Blood at 5 p.m. and Psycho at 7
p.m. Next, will be the double feature "Frenzy
For The Foolhardy" featuring Halloween at
9:15 p.m. and Evil Dead II at 11 p.m. The
cost for all double features is $5. Costumes
are encouraged! The Rialto Theatre is lo01
[3Dt
,
kZ %VWMUM
cated at 310 South 9th St. Call 591-5894 for
more information.
This weekend through Campus Films
11.414.

Wek(tO Va SS VI %VI&

Speaker on Gays in Military Issue-John McGuire, the lead attorney in the first
successful reinstatement of a gay military servicemember, will speak in favor of
"Gays in the Military." The lecture will begin at 8 p.m. in the Rotunda (UPS) and
is sponsored by ASUPS, Lectures. Admission is free.

Wednesday, Nov. 31
Speaker on Campus-Royal Robbins , one of America's premier rock climbers
and kayakers, will present his life story "from high school dropout to world class
adventurer..." through discussion and slides. The presentation will take place in
Thompson 124 (UPS) at 7 p.m. $2 with student ID, $4 without.

Mr,

You've Heard All
The Talk About T
National Service,
Here's A Chance
To Get Involved Wartk
here's been a lot of talk
about national service

lately and VISTA is right at
the forefront. if the idea of

service to your country sounds
exciting, just meet with one of
our recruiters on your campus.

Be part of a new movement,
join VISTA.

Talk To A VISTA Recruiter
If you can't meet with us now, call 1-800-424-8867 or TDD 202-606-5256 for information about VISTA
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Body
Holes in skin are hot

Americans pierce everything from nipples to toes

Egyptians used to pierce their
cats' ears as a status symbol.
Some other ancient cultures
would pierce their slaves as a
sign of wealth. One of the latest
trends in our society is something that has been around for
centuries.
Today many Americans are
piercing various body parts.
From belly buttons to nipples,
lips to eye brows, penises to
toes, people are puncturing parts
of their anatomy that we don't
often see decorated.
Where do these piercing procedures take place? At home?
In a dark alley? In doctor's offices? In the Northwest there
are many professional piercers,
especially in the Seattle area.
Bear Thunder Fire is one individual artist who has been
piercing bodies for two years.
She primarily works out of her
Seattle home. But, she will do
house calls upon request. She
occasionally works at Sin on
Pine Street in Seattle.
Before becoming a body
piercer, Bear was a play art
piercer. Play art piercing is
within the realm of sadomasochism. Layers of skin are penetrated for painful pleasure. This
experience, a medical background and being an art major
helped Bear to become a professional body piercing artist.
Piercing numerous areas of
the body can be quite expensive. The average price for
piercing is $25 for each hole.
The jewelry is an added fee

(can be purchased from Body
Circle Company). Recommended metals are surgical
stainless steel or high-quality
gold. Sterling silver tends to
tarnish, so it is not a wise choice.
If piercing is done by a professional, infections and other
complications are minimal.
Bear uses an autoclave which is
a pressurized steaming or ster-

bility. With the hollow body
piercing needle a sharp, clean
incision is made. This heals
easily and there is not a lot of
trauma. Also, by using a hollow
needle the percentage of infections decreases..
There are many reasons why
someone would choose to pierce
their body. As a form of expression. As a form of adornment.
Or maybe, it is seen as the "in"
thing.
"It is used to reclaim their
"It is a form of indibody," Said Bear.
In this image conscious socividuality that can be
ety Bear enjoys seeing the process that people go through
empowering. I have
when deciding to have their
seen people use
body pierced.
"It is a form of individuality
piercing as a bonding
that can be empowering. I have
ritual and as a form
seen people use piercing as a
bonding ritual and as a form of
of rebellion."
rebellion," she said.
Most people having theirbod—Bear Thunder Fire
ies pierced today are between
18 and 25. However, that is not
to say that older people do not
ilization machine.
choose to have their bodies
"I always wear rubber gloves pierced, too.
A big concern for many is the
and use sterilized, hollow piercpain factor involved with piercing needles," said Bear.
The needles are then prop- ing. However, the rush of
erly disposed of to avoid the adrenaline along with the inspread of disease. Under sterile tensity of the moment can overconditions and with the use of ride the pain factor. Bear deprofessional cleaners the sani- scribed the amount of pain as
tary procedures followed are a "secondary."
"It is the anticipation that
top priority for the piercers.
There is a difference between causes most of the fear," she
an ear piercing gun and the hol- said.
low needle that professional
Maybe so, but the pain assobody piercers use. An ear gun ciated with a needle pushing
pushes through the skin and through my flesh seems like it
leaves jagged edges and scar would be my primary concern.
tissue. Infection is a big possi-

WELNEJS EMS

By Julia Weinsoft
Guest Writer

This in

Michelle Melrose shows off her pierced belly button.

Ten Reasons to Get a Tattoo
It's trendy.
It's a gift to someone.
I'm a masochist.
It's a form of body decoration.
For individuality.
I've wanted one ever since I was young.
For shock factor and attention.
I wanted to prove I could do it.
Peer Pressure.
It's an art form.
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Perry Watkilehas be
By Todd Miller
Staff Writer

Yes, those are nipple rings. And they feel good, says Perry Watkins whose chest this is.

Body piercing, for Tacoman
Perry Watkins at least, has absolutely nothing to do with vanity. "Vanity? Heavens, no!" he
exclaimed. To him, body rings
are both artistic and highly
erotic. "You pay attention to
what you like the most—you
know what I mean?"
It has been almost ten years
since Watkins, 45 and now retired from the U.S. Army, received his first piercing.
5 "I had my nipples done in
R3 '84...I enjoy having [them]
aroused during sexual activity,"
he explained candidly. "Yeah,
it hurts like a bee sting while
you're getting them done. But
does it feel good? Oh, yes—if
you like having your nipples
stimulated, most definitely."
Watkins was so pleased with
the nipple piercing he decided
to have a Prince Albert penis
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Tattoos, art that lasts
❑By Valerie Chan & Linda Watermeyer
Staff Writers

esign graces Ace Blair's neck.

asons Not to Get a Tattoo
nanent. You can't rub, wash or scrub it off.
repulsive.
removal is expensive and leaves a scar.
work just as well.
grow out of it.
orkplace, it's a no-no.
disease.
financial ruin.
rou're old and gray, it'll get stretched out and sag.
,

Mickey Rourke has one, Cindy Crawford has one, and
so does Heather Locklear. The popularity of tattoos is
growing.
It's part of a growing trend in the United States, and at
the University of Puget Sound.
Endorsed by the Better Business Bureau, `SkinPrint
Tattoo' is one of many tattoo parlors familiar to UPS
students.
According to George, one of SkinPrint's tattoo artists,
most Puget Sound students get very small and discrete
tattoos, on ankles and shoulders mostly. The patterns
range anywhere from the student's own design to sorority and fraternity letters, octopi, and Deadheads.
One of the most popular designs, George says, is the
sun. Crossing out people's names is almost as popular
according to Mike, a co-worker of George.
"I keep telling people, 'Don't get names, don't get
names' but they do anyway. They end up coming back
later."
The media portrays the parlors as seedy and dark
holes-in-the-wall where only scraggly bikers hang out.
This is not the case for SkinPrint Tatoo.
Hanging green plants, a welcoming black couch and
old-fashioned coke machine provides a homey atmosphere. There was not one speck of dust on the concrete
floors.
Colorful designs of tattoos covered the walls show@ ing a price range from $25-$380. They don't accept
R3 Visa, MasterCard or American Express. By the
countertop that divides the parlor chairs that resemble
5 old dentists chairs and the waiting area, a sign reads,
"Cash Only."
It was hard to miss the smell of sterilized needles,
burnt flesh and cigarette smoke from the people waiting.
Led Zeppelin played in the background creating an aura
of mystique.
On the wall hung a list of "Very Stupid Questions."
Questions like, "Do you have to use special stuff like
paint and stuff?" "Do you ever get people that bleed
while being tattooed?" "Do I actually take care of it?"
are best not asked.
A sparkling silver sterilization machine chugs away
blowing steam in a corner by the tattoo paints. It cleans
the custom made needles.
George, wearing his latex gloves, moves his "tattoo
machine" along the edges of an etched design on a man's
arm. The five tattoo-dad customer did not flinch.
George admitted that it does hurt. "The needles poke
in and out of the skin very fast. But it's very trendy to
have one."
Tattoo prices are standard, but handling fees are
charged for certain body parts. "It's gonna cost a lot of
money for me to tattoo your dick," says Rob, another
co-worker of George's.
SkinPrint tattoo artists also refuse to tattoo hands and
feet.
Kathy Wadden got her tattoo on her derriere. She
loved the Irish and their shamrocks. After a late night

when she was 22, her friends suggested they stop at a
tattoo parlor. A shamrock is tattooed on Kathy's hip.
The next day Kathy desperately wanted the tattoo
removed. She kept it secret from her parents for over
ten years. Now she says she wouldn't remove it for
anything.
Nina Edmonds, 20, a student at UPS, reveals her
new tattoo to friends in class. "Rasta" is tattooed in
Chinese letters on her shoulder.
She too didn't plan ahead to get a tattoo. In fact, she
always said she'd never get a tattoo. But,two weeks
ago, she went along with a male friend who was
planning to get a tattoo and got one herself.
"I was laughing at myself 'cause I always said I'd
never get a tattoo. I believe the body is a temple...and
I did it too! But I'm into the message that Reggae
illustrates through political music."
Edmonds admitted that getting the tattoo hurt. "It
felt like a razor cutting my skin. They say it's
supposed to go numb, but mine never did go numb."
Edmonds questioned her tattoo artist about his
qualifications before he began working on her.
"He has 20 years worth of experience, and he
showed me pictures of work he's done."
Both girls were concerned about exposure to AIDS.
Kathy recently got an AIDS test, which was negative.
Nina made the tattoo artist sterilize his needles in front
of her.
Both women are satisfied with the permanence of
this artwork, but local plastic surgeons are seeing an
increase in the amount of people who aren't.
Dr. Martin Schaeferle, a Tacoma plastic surgeon,
operates on approximately 4 patients per month who
want to remove their tattoos.
Dr. Schaeferle used to see mostly men, but now it's
evenly split between men and women.
"The majority of my patients are in their mid-to-late
twenties who got a tattoo as a lark. They've had the
tattoo for a few years."
The tattoos he commonly removes are generally on
the forearm and are usually names and initials. "People
get tired of looking at their tattoos and end up wearing
long sleeves all year round."
Dr. Schaeferle says there's no way to remove the
pigment, so he removes a tattoo one of two ways.
Either he can cut out the skin and close it surgically
or graft it or destroy the skin down to the pigment with
a "road rash" wound using laser treatment. "Both
methods," he says, "leaves scarring."
Dr. Schaeferle warns against novices applying their
own tattoos. The professional artists use a vibrating
needle that penetrates the same depth all over. The
homemade tattoos have scattered pigment that reaches
different depths, and thus is harder to remove without
deep scarring.
The cost to have tattoos removed depends on the
size of the tattoo, but hospital and doctor's fees can
range from $500 - $2,000.
It may be an expensive price to pay for a $50 tattoo.
George, Mike and Rob laugh. "A tattoo is definitely
permanent."

a year later.
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ings were done
at Gauntlet. "Jim
is owner] is the
on body pierc-

ing in America," Watkins
praised. Now, with offices in
Denver and San Francisco,
Gauntlet and other jewelry making and piercing shops have

"I might get my ears
done at some point; I
think it's gonna hurt,
though. . . .I just
don't like even the
possibility of pain."
— Perry Watkins
become less difficult to find.
"Piercing, for a long time,
was primarily publicized in the
gay-leather- S&M-fetish community," Watkins said.
"It's evolved now, thanks to

its recent exposure in mainstream society. They have studios and professionally trained
people now...it's not such a cult
thing anymore."
Reactions [to his rings], ironically, are usually the 'let's pretend we don't see it' kind. But
when people have responded,
it's been favorable. There was
this woman in New York City
who noticed my septum
ring... she came up to me, tapped
me on the shoulder, and said, 'I
think it looks wonderful.' Apparently, her husband wouldn't
let her wear her own rings in
public."
Are there any more piercings
in Watkins' future? "I might
get my ears done at some
point...I think it's gonna hurt,
though. You know, you can't
say whether a piercing hurts or
not. It varies from person to
person and on who's doing the
piercing. I just don't like even
the possibility of pain."
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Alison Bruce had this fairy tattooed on her back. It's purple.
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Volleyball pounds Western Washington
Despite taking a backseat to
the men's basketball team for
practice arrangements, Puget
Sound volleyball continued
their dominance of NAIA District 1 foes as they handily defeated Western Washington
University 15-8, 15-12, 13-15
and 15-10.
The victory at Memorial
Fieldhouse Tuesday night extended the Loggers' districtleading record to 9-0 and improved the overall record to 295.
After losing the third game,
the Loggers refused to let their
vocal and enthusiastic crowd—
including the six face-painted
"bleacher creatures"—go home
disappointed.
"The crowd helped out quite
a bit," said sophomore setter
Janice Lwin. "It was really nice
to see so many people out there."
Lwin once again led the Loggers with 47 assists and provided excellent sets throughout
the match.
The team got out of the blocks
slowly in same one.
The Vikings took a quick 8-2
lead and negated the crowd factor early in the game. The Loggers appeared to lack continuity and were unable to take advantages of early opportunities.
The Loggers regrouped after
Sarah Zeisler, Tara Griffin and
Andrea Egans provided kills to
tie the score at eight and forced
the Vikings to call a timeout.

Puget Sound continued to
chop away at the deficit. Thanks
to outstanding play from Griffin (who celebrated her 20th
birthday on Tuesday) and Heidi
Moritz in game one, the team
appeared to get back into its
undefeated rhythm.
Moritz had another terrific
match on Tuesday night, leading the Loggers with 21 kills
and providing 16 digs.
The Loggers were also led by
Wendy Weise's match-high 19
digs and six assisted blocks.
Egans added another exhibition
of her top-spin attack, adding
17 kills and two aces.
In the pregame warmups, junior outside hitter Heather Tucci
went down with a slightly
sprained ankle and was forced
to sit out the match. In her absence, freshman Mino McLean
from Kula, Hawaii, saw action
in two games. Tucci's condition is not expected to be serious and she should be back for
the next match on Tuesday.
Scheduled for 7 p.m., the
match got off to a late start
when one official failed to show
up. After Puget Sound conducted their usual between
game events prior to the game,
an official finally arrived and
the match started at 7:28.
The late start did not seem to
phase either side until the Western coaching staff began to complain throughout the match
about back-row attackers. Their
protests were fruitful once but
were subsequently ignored.
This was the Loggers' sec-

ond District 1 victory over the
Vikings. Western defeated
Puget Sound at the Western
Oregon Invitational earlier this
month, but the Loggers returned
the favor in Bellingham and
defeated the Vikings in straight
games.
The Loggers had a successful
weekend road trip which included district victories over
Whitworth University in three
games and Lewis-Clark State
College in four.
For now, practice continues
despite the fact that workouts
now take place in Warner
Gym—where low ceilings, poor
ventilation, and dusty floors
make a very undignified place
for the top team in NAIA District 1 to prepare for the playoffs. One day prior to a home
match the team is allowed to
practice in the Fieldhouse.
The Loggers next match is up
Interstate 5 at Seattle Pacific
University on November 2 and
then they head off to Ellensburg
to face Central Washington
University on the 4th.
The Loggers return home for
its final two regular-season
matches against Lewis-Clark
State and Seattle Pacific on
November 6th and 9th. District
playoffs are scheduled for the
12th and 13th of November,
with the District 1 champion
hosting the event. Barring a
sudden change in current trends,
it looks like the men's basketball team will have to alter their
use of the Fieldhouse after all.

Women's soccer falls to Willamette
By Becky Dorocak
Staff Writer

Sophomore defender/midfielder Jennifer SnowdOn searches for a
teammate upfield as junior defender Lea Meyer looks on. The
Loggers have two games left in the season, both at home.

The Puget Sound women's
soccer team continued its late
season slide by losing to
Willamette 2-1 on Sunday at
Baker Stadium.
Junior Julie Meier was the
only woman to score for Puget
Sound. The Bearcats scored in
the first three minutes of the
game to take an early lead, but
Puget Sound was able to dominate the rest of the first half and
score in the last minutes of the
half to tie the score at 1-1.
Then, in the last three minutes of the game, the Loggers
had a mental letdown and
Willamette scored another goal
and won 2-1.
The only game for the week,
the Willamette loss was hard
for the Loggers.
With only two games left in
the season and no hopes for
postseason play, as well as haying begun this year on a high
note, it is hard for the Loggers
to accept defeat.
"We just have to get our confidence back," said freshman
Jenny Love.
"We want to finish the season
with a couple of wins and play
as well as our team can, and just
get better for next year," she
said.
The final two games forPuget
Sound are both district
matchups at home in Baker Stadium. Saturday, the women
battle Seattle University, and
Sunday will face Whitman College.

ILIS Uaf

By Darin Padur
Sports Copy Editor

Ura

Loggers improve NAIA District 1 record to 9-0

Heidi Moritz gets one of her 21 kills against Western Washington on
Tuesday night as some unidentified tribesmen watch the slaughter.
The Loggers are undefeated in district with four games remaining in
the season.

Men's soccer K0 'd
Loggers out of playoffs
By Jeff Sc-hatts
Staff Writer

The Puget Sound men's smtxr. team was eliminated from
------ afterditopirig
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Seattle was able to isolate
two attackers on one defende r.
Junior goalkeeper Brant
Witzel came off his line and
dove to his right but was unable to touch the picture-perfect shot.
The game was over but the
citement had just begun.
ith fifteen minutes remainxng . i4 the match, a Chieftain
in the Loggers'
nd:
lei

Britt etisuect

*tithes cleared.

after freshmart'Seiitt

lirson was taken down in
•. nasty area
"

reowtt::
wow

Sti00340
t*itAi t*Pitti te gtttttt
away 'five minutes later on
!heir diitd goal by taking adv:1111',.?y,,' 01 111C Offcnse-ininiled
ho won:pushed for. w,n4 In ar eilort to tie the
game

yers from eae4V4w,
were 'tied and two 1514letr
from each team were cau
tioned as a result of the incident.
By the end of the game, the
Loggers had only eight play.ers on the field due to an carher red card and Seattle finished with nine.
Senior Mark Berry tried to
Come back from an injury suffered earlier in the Week in a
game against flaw ,iii Pacific,
But Berry was forced to leave
the dame when the pain from
his internal injuries became
too great for him to continue
playing.
The Loggers will play their
final game of the season Saturday at 1 p.m. at Baker Stadium against Central Washinpton,
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Swimmers dive into '93-'94 championship season
LIBy Melissa Spain
Staff Writer

The Puget Sound women's
and men's swim teams began
their seasons on Saturday morning with the annual alumni meet
at Wallace Pool.
The alums showed the Loggers how they used to do it with
the men's alumni winning 13753 and the women's alumni
winning 120-69.
"Swimming against the
alumni is fun," said sophomore
Donald Frye. "They like to
come and see how we are all
swimming."
The alumni were given many

advantages intended to balance
the talent of each team. For example, some of the longer individual races were treated as relays for the alumni while the
Loggers had to hack it on their
own.
"I think there is a lot of pressure on the new alumni," said
women's coach Chris Myhre.
"They don't want to cheat, but
it is overwhelming how many
alumni do cheat. They have little
or no scruples."
The men's alumni had a
record-breaking time in the 100meter butterfly. They did this
by running along the side of the
pool, diving in for the last five

meters and swimming to touch
the timer.
The judges decided not to disqualify them on the sole argument that "they did not know
any better."
"It is nice to come back and
see all of the old timers," said
Ron Jones, class of 1963. "No
matter what year a person g raduated we are all on the same
team."
"The alumni meet is great,"
said men's coach Don Duncan.
"This is the largest turnout of
alumni ever."
Outstanding performances
came from many swimmers
who didn't cheat. Senior Ace

Blair put forth an excellent effort in the 500-meter freestyle.
Last season's national champions Roger Woods, Greg
Kabacy and Blair look to lead
the men's team through another
great season.
"This season will be good,"
said Blair. "We are all working
hard and we are a solid team.
Nationals are in Federal Way
this year, so that will give us an
advantage."
Great things can also be expected from freshmen Jeff
Grinstead and Marc Kincaid.
The women's team should do
equally well, with returning
swimmers Michelle Parrish,

Jennifer Kuhn and Kendra
Lavik. Freshman Jennifer Lane
is also swimming well, and will
also make an impact this season.
"I'm an optimistic person,"
said Myhre. "I feel really good
about this season based on the
people swimming. They are
dedicated and have a strong
desire to be successful.
"I expect this year to be the
best ever."
The Loggers finished second
at last year's National Championships in San Antonio, so
Puget Sound's best could also
be the nation's best.

Same story, different week: Loggers lose to Vikings
❑By Jon Wolfer
Sports Editor

In front of a huge Homecoming crowd, Puget Sound could
not stop one of the league's top
rushers and fell 31-13 to Western Washington on Saturday in
a Mt. Rainier League contest.
The Loggers (0-5-1 overall,
0-2 Mt. Rainier League)
couldn't bring down Viking
running back Jon Brunaugh,
who finished with a game-high
153 yards rushing.
"Their offensive line played
well," said head coach Ross
Hjelseth. "(Brunaugh) had several runs where the line of scrimmage was tight, and he was able

to exploit it."
Puget Sound had no answer
for Brunaugh on offense, as the
only significant yardage on the
ground came when quarterback
Chris Schlecht was forced to
scramble. The sophomore led
the Loggers in rushing with 147
yards, but had only 67 yards in
the air.
The Loggers seemed out of
sync, evidenced by a muffed
kickoff return to begin their first
possession after a Viking field
goal. Darryl Fitzhugh and Justin Olson both let the kick
bounce over their heads.
Fitzhugh finally got a handle on
the ball and was tackled on the
Puget Sound 4-yard line.

After Todd Cooley had a 41yard punt, it only took Western
four plays to score again on a
16-yard pass from Jason Stiles
to Eric Meek to make the score

"The pressure was
tough on Schlecht
all game."
— Ross Hjelseth
10-0.
Schlecht was under pressure
all game. Early in the second
quarter, he was about to be
crushed on a roll out when he

r

threw an ill-advised pass that
was easily intercepted by
Western's LaMarco Mitchell
and returned 43 yards for a
touchdown. The two-point conversion made the score 24-0.
"The pressure was tough on
him [Schlechtj all game," said
Hjelseth.
The Loggers regrouped and
managed to sustain a drive,
highlighted by a 32-yard
scramble by Schlecht. Aaron
McCoy ran it in for a touchdown three plays later, making
the score 24-7 at halftime.
McCoy had a second touchdown run in the third quarter,
this one a 14-yarder. The Loggers' drive was aided by a

roughing-the-passer penalty on
a third-and-one, and a 34-yard
rush by Schlecht.
The Vikings responded early
in the fourth quarter when
Brunaugh got his second touchdown of the game on a 2-yard
carry to make the score 31-13.
Puget Sound has its final road
game next week in Ellensburg
against Central Washington.
The Loggers return for its final
game at Baker Stadium on November 6 to face Whitworth
College, the best opportunity to
avoid a winless season. The
following week, the Loggers
take on the nation's top-ranked
Pacific Lutheran in the Tacoma
Dome.
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Proctor Video
2525 N. Proctor
Tacoma, WA 98407
(206) 752-9667

Chaletand Restaurant

Bowl

3806 North 26th
Tacoma, WA 98407
(206) 752-5200

(Located 8 blocks N.W. of UPS)
(Located on the corner of N. 26th and Proctor)

GOOD FOR
1 FREE
VIDEO 'RENTAL
Not to be used for late fees

One coupon per customer per day

expires November 15.

COLLEGE BOWLING
NIGHT
Thursdays... 9:00 PM- 11:00 PM

Bowling * Pop* Chips
$5.00 a student

1993

Pitchers of Beer... $3.50
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UPCOMING HOME EVENTS
Women's Soccer—
Saturday, 11 a.m. vs. Seattle University
Sunday, 11 a.m. vs. Whitman College

Men's Soccer—
Saturday, 1 p.m. vs. Central Washington
University

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Danita Erickson-Parkhurst
Long overdue, women's
cross country runner Danita
Erickson-Parkhurst was
named the Dande Trophy
Athlete of the Week.
In her first cross country
season, Erickson-Parkhurst
has had several outstanding
performances. The senior
had run her three previous
years for Puget Sound track
and field in the spring and
was the NAIA District 1
champion in the 800 meters.
She finished third at nationals.
Erickson-Parkhurst was the
top NAIA finisher at both the
Western Washington Invitational this week and at the
Cal-Poly SLO Invitational
last week. One of the team's
leaders, she should help the
Loggers repeat as national
cross country champions in
1993.
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Mud and rain spell slow times,
great race for cross country
❑By Noah Megowan
Staff Writer

Howlett, finishing eighth and ran fast squads and finished
only two seconds later followed ahead of the Loggers, but naKellman, who finished ninth to tionally ranked Point Loma,
form an impressive pack of George Fox and Western WashPuget Sound runners.
ington all failed to top the LogKirsten Brenkert came in 23rd ger men.
overall and Jennifer
Season-long Logger leader
Burningham was 31st. The Jon Westerman fell in the mud
women s team finished second but still finished third for the
overall, losing only to the Uni- team and 20th overall, 14 secversity of Washington.
onds behind Montgomery.
On the men's side, Josh Mont- Close on his heels was Eric
gomery and Timothy Leary Cook, 20 seconds behind Montnavigated through the hills and gomery in a time of 27 minutes,
the ankle deep mud to lead the 59 seconds.
Loggers a second place finish
The Loggers will have a bye
among NAIA schools.
next weekend before the NAIA
The only NAIA team to place District 1 championship at Ft.
higher than Puget Sound was Steilacoom in Tacoma on NoSimon Fraser, led by standout vember 6.
Josephat Kibur.
The top two teams in the
Montgomery was 14th over- district will advance to the naall in a time of 27:39, with Leary tional race in Kenosha, Wis. on
corning in 18th in 27:50.
November 20.
Two Club Northwest teams

Saturday's Western Washington Invitational was real
cross country. Mud. Rain. Hills.
The Loggers fared well once
again with the women finishing
first among NAIA schools and
the men second.
The women's race was the
first of the day. Emily Kellman,
Wanda Howlett and Danita
Erickson-Parkhurst followed
closely behind Sara Howel of
Club Valley Royals.
The pace was slowed by steep
hills and a steady trail of mud.
Howel continued to stretch her
lead over the rest of the competition through the treacherous
conditions.
Erickson-Parkhurst finished
seventh with a time of 19:11.
Two seconds behind was

PRINCIPLES of SOUND RE TIREMENT INV•S1 1NG

USED CD'S!
Very attractive prices on hi g h q uality
merchandise. We have jewelry , cameras, TV's, VCR's,
stereos and much,
much more!
Save Money
Friendl y Service

Comprehensive test prep SOUTH TACOMA
from Steven Klein Co. i JEWELRY & LOAN
for a very
5225 South Tacoma Wa y • 472-8920
comprehensive test.
The course features eight, 4 hr.
classes plus weekly tutorials.

The price-$395. Call now
for a free seminar. 524-4915.

STEVEN KLEIN
LSAT(andGRE)CO.
Next LSAT classes bel.in October 2, 5, 6, & 7.
Next GRE class bigins October I R.

qleis not drawn to scale unless otherwse ■ ndiu,ed

YAKIMA-THULE
ALL TYPES OF RACKS
Ski Bicycle Kayak
Windsurf Luggage
NORTHWEST RACK
SUPPLY
5944 6TH AVENUE
564-7575

UNFORTUNATELY, THIS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.
lot of people make a
huge mistake on their taxes. They
E
don't take advantage of tax deferral and
very year, a

wind up sending Uncle Sam money they
could be saving for retirement.
Fortunately, that's a mistake you can
easily avoid with TIAA CREF SRAs.
SRAs not only ease your current taxbite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income—especially
for the "extras" that your regular pension
and Social Security benefits may not
cover. Because your contributions are
made in before-tax dollars, you pay Tess
taxes now. And since all earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the
-

THE SMALL DISH HAS ARRIVED...
Amazing Discovery!
Smallest home dish ever!
Receives 110 channels!
Fits anywhere!
*Only lr (Inches) in sin!
dW BEY • =Pr NSW

ESPN aScOVERY l R *AC USA
CAVEMAr HEADLINE NEWS MS
NAsHVILLS AETWORN ASE
THE PANAY CHANNEL and many morel
As law se 871.05 complete.
Send SUS cash, cheek or money ceder for complete
details to:
NATIONAL CABLE COMMUNICATIONS
6300 N BRAESWOOD W, STE 119
HOUSTON, TX 77098

money you don't send to Washington
works even harder for you. Down the
road, that can make a dramatic difference
in your quality of life.
What else makes SRAs so special?
A range of allocation choices—from the
guaranteed security of TIAA to the
diversified investment accounts of
CREF's variable annuity all backed
by the nation's number one retirement
system.
Why write off the chance for a more
rewarding retirement? Call today and
learn more about how TIAA CREF
SRAs can help you enjoy many
happy returns.
—

-

Benefit now from tax deferral. Call our SRA hotline 1800-842-2733, ext. 8016.

75 years of ensuring the future
for those who shape it7
, inn) expente,r,
C REF certificate. , are doributed by T1 'IA-CREF Individual and Institutional Service., For more complete in format urn, including (barge.
call 1 800-842-2755, ext. 8016 for a prospectus. Read the prodpertuit carefully before you invest or .rend money.
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Staff Editorial
I
avish press exposure is hard to get. It
seems that everyone was amazed, however,

Sone

that UPS could attract the Stone Temple
Pilots. This includes the Tacoma News Tribune, which ran a story about how Puget
Sound signed the band in their SoundLife
section October 21.
We at The Trail feel that it is a good time
to congratulate everyone at ASUPS for all
the performers and events they bring to
campus throughout the year.
We feel that the TNT failed to give students the credit they have earned, and deserve. It left the impression that programing
at UPS is done by a mysterious group of
"adult people." There is, in fact, just one
"adult person," Semi Solidarios, who acts
as advisor.
As The Trail reported on October 7, Andrew Pritchard's efforts are the real reason
for the STP concert. Solidarios does play a
key role in all programing, and deserves
son.k.xl in landink;
everyone's appreciation. But so do stu5tcu it' 1 titt)Phi h
dents. Although they rely on Solidarios'
guidance, students are, for all intents and
purposes, in charge of programming. Students also do most of the work involved in
bringing events to campus.
The TNT article would also have us believe that programers at UPS are swimming in money,
that Cultural Events has a bigger budget than ASUPS concerts , which is true, but the phrase
"thousands more" is just plain sloppy. As the case of STP points out, money is not a guarantee
of bringing in great acts— being organized and on the ball play a major role.
Someday take a walk upstairs in the SUB after you buy your latte or mac and cheese. Check
out the Student Programs office, home to Cultural Events, Concerts, Campus Films and other
programs. Portable office walls partition tiny, crowded desks. Posters from various past and
upcoming events chronicle the hard work that goes on there.
The S'TP story is a success story for a student-run, and ASUPS (student) funded system, that
brings entertainment and events to campus year round. Thanks, and good luck in the future.

College

Question of the Week:

"A Renaissance wench."
- Theresa McKenty

peat offenders of serious crimes
like rape, child molestation or
murder will be kept in prison
well into their sixties. When
they are released, they will be
too old to pose a threat to society.
Initiative 593 would keep all
these individuals in prison for
an additional 20 or 30 years and
turn county and state prisons
into geriatnc wards. There is no
reason to keep an 85-year-old
man, who is no longer dangerous, in prison. Washington state
tax payers would have to pay
for medical bills and living ex-

Political Commentary

The Trail is published weekly by the Associated Students of the University of Puget Sound.
Opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students,
the University, or its Board of Trustees. Staff
Editorials (unsigned editorials) are the
opinion of the majority of the core staff.
Articles in the opinions section are printed at
the discretion of the Opinions Editor and do
not necessarily reflect the views of this newspaper. The Trail reserves the right not to print
letters over two hundred words, and to edit
any letters printed. All letters must have a
signature and a phone number and are due
no later than Monday at 5 pm. Anonymous
letters will be printed only at the discretion of
the Editor. Letters and other correspondence
may be addressed to:
The Trail, University of Puget Sound,
1500 N. Warner, Tacoma, WA 98416.

Layout Editor
Layout Editor
Layout Editor

Will prisons become
geriatric wards?

ClBy Todd Starkweather
Political Columnist
s election day approaches, most of the attention has
been focused towards the two
tax initiatives, 601 and 602.
While these two initiatives will
hold significant consequences
for the future of Washington
state, another initiative, which
has received far less attention,
may affect our state to a far
greater degree.
Initiative 593 professes to
help rid Washington of violent
crime with its "three strikes and
you 're out policy." If 593 passes
on November 2, anyone convicted of three violent crimes
will spend the rest of his/her life
in prison.
Supporters of 593 are on the
verge of violating one of the
most sacred aspects of the justice system: "the punishment
should fit the crime."
For example, a person who
had a troubled childhood was
convicted ()farmed robbery and
vehicular assault. After serving
the appropriate time in jail, this
individual has reformed his/her
life and lives as a respectable
citizen for 15 years. One night
this individual is involved in a
bar fight and hits someone over
the head with a beer bottle. This
person is then convicted of assault and must serve the rest of
his/her life in prison.
Where is the justice in this?
Is a bar brawl the type of crime
that warrants a life sentence? I
would hazard to guess that even
593 supporters would say that
this crime does not warrant a
life sentence. But the initiative
that they support would imprison someone for life for involvement in a barroom brawl.
Washington state law already
provides strict penalties for
those convicted of the most serious crimes and keeps repeat
offenders in jail longerthan first
time offenders. Convicted, re-

Initiative 593 would
keep all these individuals in prison for
an additional 20 or
30 years and turn
county and state
prisons into geriatric
wards.
penses of senior citizens who
would be locked away for life.
I understand the outrage at
violent crime, especially in
Tacoma, which has the third
highest violent crime rate on
the west coast (behind Los Angeles and Oakland). But 593 is
not the answer. It addresses the
symptoms but not the overall
illness. We can continue to lock
people up, build more prisons,
make harsher penalties but, until we solve the problems that
cause crime, there will not be
any reduction in the amount of
crime.
Homelessness, unemployment, poverty and racism must
all be cured before our society
is rid of crime and violence. I do
not claim that answers to all
these problems will be found in
our lifetime, but I do believe
that these problems can be improved. As they improve, the
safety of our streets and neighborhoods will increase.
Initiative 593 runs away from
solving societal problems and
hides behind the facade of longterm imprisonment. Supporters
of 593 think that the threat of a
lifetime in prison will dissuade
perpetrators of violent crimes
from committing these acts. But

see

CRIME
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Wha t or who are you going to be
Halloween?

"A French revolutionary
without the head."

"Sexy and seductive,
my alter-ego."

- Frank VandeVeegaete

- Seema Ahmed

"I don't know, I haven't
given it much thought
yet."
- Cary Hendricks
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Will the vote threaten your scholarships?
fund under the limits of the initiatives.
The East Wenatchee and
University Place School Districts provide examples of how
these two initiatives will hurt
education on both sides of the
state. The East Wenatchee
School District stands to lose
over two million dollars and the
University Place School District will lose over one million
dollars if 601 and 602 are
passed. So, it is obvious that
these two initiatives will cripple
the education system of this
state, just as similar measures

did in California and Oregon.
Initiative 602 is especially
detrimental, as it rolls back all
taxes and fees to December 3,
1992 level becoming effective
December 3, 1993. This means
students now enrolled in college may have to return scholarship money and state employees, including teachers, may
need to return money that has
already been earned.
Educators are not alone in
wanting initiatives 601 and 602
to fail. Others include: the Council of Police Officers, the Washington State Medical Associa-

LI-Ft ski

tion, the Washington State Hospital Association, the Children's
Alliance, the Washington State
Labor Council, the Washington Environmental Council and
the American Association of
Retired Persons.
Initiatives 601 and 602 are
NOT good for education, public safety, crime prevention,
health, environmental protection and the needs of Washington state citizens. Take the lead
to protect education in the state
of Washington and VOTE NO
on initiatives 601 and 602.
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About the lack of letters...
The United States is on the verge of a proletariat revolution.
AIDS is God's way of cleansing the human race. Don't worry,
be stupid. Date rape is a feminazi conspiracy. Jesus Christ is
dead and He is never coming back. Smoking is good for you.
Quayle in '96! All Californians should be taken out back and
shot. David Koresh lives!! Abolish ASUPS Senate! Portrait of
a Puget Sound student: whining, tree-hugging, leg hair-growing, dope-smoking, pseudo-hippy who actually drives a Saab.
The Trail is the best thing since sliced bread.
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Would anyone care to comment?
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Letters to the Editor

Another cry for athletic support
To the editor:

i

n light of the recent controversy over Puget Sound athletics, I would like to offer another
twist. It is common knowledge
in the realm of the Puget Sound
athletic community that matters concerning the football program take precedence over all
other programs. The claim here
is that the football program
brings in the bucks. Fair enough.
But what about those programs
which bring in consistent
crowds? Do these sports not
deserve equal respect?
In regard to these questions, I
must agree with Josh
Montgomery's letter from last
week when he writes that "it's
the Physical Education & Athletics Department and the administration who have limited
the growth of our sports programs." If you do not believe
me, ask any of the athletes on

has worked hard all season to
the women's volleyball team.
First, let us understand the host the district finals is not
situation surrounding our vol- allowed to practice on their own
leyball program. The team has court the month before? At the
done exceptionally well over end of the season, the volleythe past two years. They won ball team is forced to practice in
districts and continued even fur- Warner Gym so that pre-season
ther last year
basketball
training can
Currently,
This letter is not
take place.
they are
Warner Gym
undefeated in
just a cry for help
is far from bethe district. Dr.
ing an adUlrich, have
for volleyball, but
equate place
you ever atfor all Puget
to practice the
tended a volin-season
leyball match?
Sound athlethic
sport of volIf you have,
programs.
leyball. Why
did you take
can't basketnote of the
ball training
number o f students? The student support of be held in Warner Gym? The
the volleyball program sur- Physical Education & Athletic
passes that of any other sport, Department says that it is not
even your precious football safe for large men to do sprints
(with the exception of the in such a small gym. Is this the
Homecoming game, of course). real reason? Or is basketball
So, why is it that a team that being given the same special

treatment in the winter that football is given in the fall?
Please understand that I am
not trying to degrade or undermine our football and basketball programs. I realize that it is
not the teams' faults for being
given such high priority over
other sports. Also, please understand that this letter is not
just a cry for help for volleyball, but for all Puget Sound
athletic programs. Talking to
the Physical Education & Athletics Department has not
helped. I am hoping that this
letter will open the eyes of the
student community so that they
can support their team both on
and off the court. If this doesn't
work, perhaps we can begin
searching for a health and science instructor who can double
as head of the Physical Education & Athletics Department.
Holly M. Krejci
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studies have shown that incarceration is not a deterrent
to crime. So we will still be
living in a crime-ridden society while our jails fill up with
70- and 80-year-olds.
There is another negative
side to 593. A judge and jury
might not be as willing to
convict a criminal if they
know he/she faces lifetime in
prison for a crime that doesn't
merit that type of sentence. If
we force judges and juries to
choose between an all-ornothing situation, they might
choose nothing. We should
let judges and juries decide
appropriate sentences for
crimes and not force them to
jail people for life for crimes
that may only warrant one or
two years in prison.
Living in constant fear of
crime may drive some people
to sacrifice justice for safety
and 593 is a perfect example
of that. While 593 negates
justice, it does not provide
safety. When justice is
abridged, no one is safe.

,,, Fs- 3 3er, V3J 3H1V I

reserve and cannot be used unless two-thirds of the legislature agrees. Again, a few legislators and special interest groups
'AV hen people know the could control the fate of the
facts, they will know to vote people and programs in Washagainst initiatives 601 and 602. ington state.
No longer will 950 million
Initiative backers say educadollars in the current state oper- tors and parents have nothing to
ating budget be spent. That is worry about, that "basic educaalmost one billion of the 17 tion" will be funded. However,
billion dollar budget.
this does not take into account
Initiatives 601 and 602 im- the following programs which
pose a limit on the state general are currently funded but do not
fund expenditures or revenue fall under the umbrella of "bacollections and then demand a sic education:" levy equalizalengthy, cumbersome process tion, kindergarten through third
to make needed
grade staffing
adjustments.
ratios, drug
This process inInitiatives 601 and and alcohol
cludes a 66.6 to
prevention
75 percent vote 602 are NOT good for programs,
of both houses
gifted educaeducation, public
and, in some intion programs,
stances, a No- safety, crime prevenat-risk provember majorgrams, Pacific
tion,
health,
environity vote of the
Science Cenpeople. This
ter, traffic
mental protection
could place
safety, meals
and the needs of
enormous
for children,
power in the
homeless chilWashington
state
hands of a few
dren programs
legislators who
citizens.
and extra-curcould block
ricular activifunds for proties like sports.
grams people want and need.
For those of us entering the
Even in an emergency, in- education profession, these folcluding a natural disaster, the lowing programs are also not
governor must obtain the same protected: student-teaching prooverwhelming majority of votes grams, teacher assistance or
in both houses in order to dis- mentor teacher programs, math
pense funds to meet the imme- science in-service, school sediate needs of Washington state curity, salary freezes or rollcitizens.
backs and benefit contributions.
If revenues increase, the Also, it would be within the
people of the state still cannot power of the legislature to redeaccess the funds. Instead, the fine "basic education" and exexcess revenues are placed in clude any provisions it cannot
❑By Chad Johnson
Guest Writer
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President brands department heads Richie Rich .41/1 crldfilge
as 'alcoholics, every one of you' Bays Recon) Reciews Professors claim faculty kegger was entrapment

Note: Richie and Grunge Boy are on vacation this week. Richie is in
Switzerland right now, doing swan dives into his many piles of cash,
and Grunge Boy is making his annual pilgrimage to Seattle to worship
at the temples of KNDD and SubPop. Filling in this week are Chet
Mesquite and Crystal Ether.

13y Corky Gallow
Staff Whiner

President Susan Phierce led a
sting operation on Saturday to
uncover a blemish that has been
rumored to exist in various
departments for years: alcoholism.
What began as a seemingly
ordinary faculty mixer on Saturday night in McIntyre turned
into a mass dismissal of every
UPS department head from Accounting to Women's Studies.
Dean of Academics Ted
Ament believes he inadvertently incited the president's
ange r by pointing out last week
that according to the
University's policy, nearly all
of the faculty department heads
are `alcoholics' or `alcohol
abusers'. "Since then she's been
obsessed with rooting out the
problem. But nobody expected
this," Ament said.
Phierce apparently combined
this observation with a littleused clause in the Faculty Code
that stated that "...given reasonable evidence that department heads have a drug or alcohol addiction, the President has
the power to dismiss said department head unless treatment
is sought."
Once the gathering had
started, the name of every faculty member observed making
a second trip to the innocuous
looking keg of Rainer beer was
recorded. Surprisingly, every
department head went back for
a second cup of beer.
Twenty minutes into the
mixer, Phierce stood on a table
and said, "Seeing as how you
people're nothin but a bunch
of despicable lushes, and I'm
head honcho around here,
I'vegot no recourse but to fire

By Chet Mesquite and
Crystal Ether
Manure Reviewers

TravisTwitt WhiteTrarshGotSoul.
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These kegs of Rainier Beer were drained empty in record time by
faculty members after the President announced a mass dismissal.
all of you. So g'wan! Clean out
yer liquor cabinets and get out
of here!"
"What did they expect?" said
frustrated ex-Music Department Head Soren Bandersen.
"They only gave us 8-ounce

"Phbbpbbht!!!"
—President Susan
Phierce
Dixie cups! Now I'm out of a
job for drinking Rainier beer of
all things. That's what you get
for going to a kegger sponsored
by Food Service."
Several faculty members denounced the decision on the spot
saying it was not only entrap-

ment but hypocritical as well.
However, Ament pointed out
that there is no equivalent clause
for administrators and that they
intended to drink like fishes.
"Phbbpbbht! !!"Phierce added.
A shoving match ensued
between administators and
faculty members and Security
was called in to break things up.
Instead of writing them up,
Security Chief Todd Batman
decided to simply refer to the
incident in Crises on Campus
as "a scuffle between administrators and several drunken vagrants."
"Ah, what the hell, I was
nearly out of here anyway," said
ex-Accounting Department
Head Newman Kuhls as he
headed back to the keg for another round.

If his last album didn't tree your
'coon, then White Trash won't either. Twill, in a desperate attempt
to bring his Cumberland country
style up to speed with the recent
resurrection of 1970's funk and
disco, fails with every track.
"Riding the Copperhead," the
album's first single, has been
pawned by about every country
radio station in the U.S. And rightfully so— the twangy Tennessean
had no business sampling Prince's
"Erotic City." One listen to Twitt's
cover of Abba's late 70s disco
smash, "Fernando," and you'll be
searching for that receipt. Who
knows, though— maybe he'll
catch on in Europe.
Rating: Corn Syrup
Wineheart And God Said, Let
There Be Rock.

PTL, baby! Crank up the volume and put on your Sunday best
sl'st 'I11
,.11► stars: ket
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Downey Jr_ speaks out on con royersial issue
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for this one! Wineheart returns
with eleven new God-fearing
rockers and ballads that very well
could solidify their status as the
Guns'n'Roses of Christian rock.
Lead singer Leon Vardell, who
pitched in on the backing vocals
on Steven Curtis Chaplip's last
album, is in full force on the tracks
"The Shepherd and His Staff' and
"Break Out the Bible." But the
kicker is a simple acouistic saunter through the promised land entitled "The Slow Road," based on
the trials and tribulations of
the Old Testament prophet
Habakkuk. Amen, and amen.
Rating: Jolt Cola
The Undercooked Peas In Our
Pod.

This being the Pea's debut album, we must cut them some
slack. Fresh from the Laramic,
Wyoming club scene, Jimmy
Styles and his band are, as their
name suggests, still a little on the
raw side. The album has its high
points: "Warbling Walter," also
found on the Cool Runnings Motion Picture Soundtrack, and
"Canned or Frozen" have a
gardeny, feel-good sound about
them. But other tunes, like "Look
There! (It's Barnaby Jones)" and
"Pass the Peace, Please," seem
contrived, almost force-fed. A
couple bites wouldn't hurt you,
though.
Rating: Diet RC

Voice mail vs.
answering machines
Pro/Con:

PRO: Doesn't eat tape casseues
PRO: Free (with your purchase
of four months of campus housing)
PRO: Friends won't hear messages left by your mom.
PRO: One less cord to trip over.
PRO: No disputes over who gets
it at the end of the semester.
PRO: Choosing obscene pass
codes.

Robert Downey Jr., oar ofChaplin and Less Than Zero, came to campus last Thursday to speak, on
the topic "Idiots in the Media," Downey discussed topics ranging from info-mercial celebrity hosts to
shock talk-show hosts who ride the lecture circuit to make a little extra cash in the off season.
-

CON: Listening to that wench
tell you "You have no messages."
CON: Listening to that wench
tell you "You have no messages."
CON: Listening to that wench
tell you "You have no messages."
CON: Listening to that wench
tell you "You have no messages."
CON: Listening to that wench
tell you "You have no messages."

"The Combat Zone" is intended as a satirical work and, as such, has
been set off from the rest of this paper. Any resemblence to any
person, place, thing or other entity without satirical intent is strictly
,

coincidental.

The Trail: Campus newspaper or Super-Tattler?
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This Week in
ASUPS
Written and compiled by the ASUPS Publicity Office

SHOWCASE PRESENTS...

UPS CULTURAL EVENTS
PRESENTS...

AMY HILL:
TOKYO BOUND

JUMBALASSY
November 5th, at Noon
in the Great Hall

FREE!

Friday, October 29th at
8:00p.m.
in Kilworth Chapel
$4 UPS Students, staff & faculty,
$10 General Admission

Morton Downe

Discussion of "Gays in the Military"
HAS BEEN CHANGED!

He will appear on Wednesday, November 3 at 8 pm in the Great Hall.
Tickets are $2 for students, faculty, and staff, $8 General Admission.

Don't Miss it!
Campus Films Presents...
Bram Stoker's

Dracula
Fri. & Sat. 7:00 & 9:00, Sun. 6:00 & 9:00
Admission: $1 with UPS I.D., $2 Without

